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Abstract 
 

Our Ministry of Education announced “The Government’s Media Literacy White 

Paper” on October 24, 2002.Taiwan become the first one country who impetus the 

media literacy education by the government in Asian. Today, the white paper 

promulgates soon expires for four years, truly carries out in the school education 

extremely to be limited. Besides the related study training insufficiency, the school 

administrative personnel and guardian's question, the most major difficulty to the 

teacher who attempt the media literacy teaching, there is no easy seat of teaching 

material to be allowed to rely on. 

Researcher who held the post of the media literacy lecture for the past three years, 

discover through the interaction with the teacher who join the seminar or the teaching 

team who need the counseling, it’s not easily to implement media literacy in the 

school, lay in the teacher to be insufficient regarding the media elementary knowledge, 

causes to be unable independently to design the teaching activity, however in the 

market although had few publications to be allowed to instruct the media literacy 

teaching, but in the teaching activity often needed to use the massive media model, 

those had to collect by the teacher voluntarily, moreover most of these curricula taken 

the independent teaching, didn’t intergrade and coordinated with the existing 

curriculum, therefore could have the problem in the teaching time. 

Therefore, this research take the way which the curriculum intergrades with the 

media literacy teaching, eliminates the anxiety of teaching time, and take reduces the 

threshold as the principle, the development media literacy education intergrades into 

the second study stage design of the health and physical education. Further the 

affiliation by the experimental teaching process, observes and analyzes the student  

intergraded into health and physical education performance in the media literacy, 

appraised this set of curricula inappropriateness, as well as the discussion intergrades 

into health and physical education curriculum possible bitter experience difficulty in 



the elementary school implementation media literacy education. 

Proposes the following conclusion according to the research: 

1. In the seven major subjects of the health and physical education, besides the 

third major subject "the movement skill", other six major subjects all has 

the competency standards or the text content, can be direct or indirectly 

carry on with the media literacy five big cores concept links, two extremely 

suitably carries on intergrades the study. 

2. Knew from student's study performance: The case which suits the 

experience of life comparatively to be able to arouse the student interest, the 

media literacy also needs unceasingly to study, the advertisement subject is 

the student most loves, the deficient usable content student responded 

desolate, the news subject is most not welcome, the student to be glad 

accepts the media literacy teaching, the student so long as attend class does 

not want the homework, the general discipline performance not to be able 

completely to duplicate the experimental teaching. 

3. The difficulty of media literacy education intergrades into health and 

physical education: Actual carried on the teaching time insufficiency, the 

teacher still need to take a lot effort to prepare the media supplementary 

teaching materials, the teaching activity needs the equipment of media 

assistance, the student the cognition which had regarding health and 

physical education is very difficult to change, some parts of the competency 

standards quote inappropriate. 

Proposes the following suggestions according to the research: 

1. The suggestion of the educational administration institution:  Constructs 

impetus partition competency standards, by the near medium and 

long-range plan realization media literacy education. 

2. The suggestion of the relate research in the future: The cross domain 

conformity and the significant subject link, the development media nearly 

with the curriculum, carries on quality and quantity both given due 

importance the teaching effect research 
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